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7The most famous achievement of Jan Łukasiewicz (1878–1956) was to give the first
8rigorous formulation of many-valued logic. In this paper I discuss his motivations for
9this, which were philosophical, and the legacy of his work.

101. Brief Life and Works

11Jan Łukasiewicz (1878–1956, Figure 1) was trained as a philosopher but made
12himself an expert in mathematical logic. Through his activities as a teacher in Lvov
13University before the First World War and even more as a professor in Warsaw
14University from 1920 to 1939, he was a prime mover in establishing mathematical
15logic as a specialism in interwar Poland, to such an extent thatWarsaw for some years
16became the foremost centre in the world for that discipline. He is celebrated, along
17with his teacher Kazimierz Twardowski, his colleague and contemporary Stanisław
18Leśniewski, and his student Alfred Tarski, in one of Adam Myjak’s statues in the
19entrance hall of Warsaw University Library.
20Łukasiewicz’s life and career as an academic, scholar and public figure were
21severely disrupted by two world wars. He was born in Austrian-administered Lvov
22where he attended school and university, coming under the influence of the prime
23mover of Polish philosophy, Kazimierz Twardowski. Before 1914 he became
24Privatdozent and later Associate Professor. During the war he was recruited to the
25newly reopened Warsaw University, which he left in 1918 to work in government,
26serving under Paderewski asMinister for Education. Reappointed in 1920, he worked
27in Warsaw University as professor and was twice elected as rector. He continued to
28teach and take an active part in Polish and European academic affairs until the Nazi
29invasion, losing his possessions when the flat he shared with his wife was bombed. He
30then worked in the city archives and taught in the underground university until he
31and his wife left in 1944, attempting to reach Switzerland but becoming stuck in
32Germany, where they both remained until war’s end. Refusing to return to Poland, in
331946 he was offered a position in Ireland at the Royal Irish Academy in Dublin,
34where he gave lectures until 1953. He died in Dublin in 1956. Very much at the centre
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39of developments in mathematical logic between the wars, he was more isolated in
40Ireland, which had no logical tradition. He married his wife Regina in 1929: they had
41no children.
42Łukasiewicz wrote three monographs and around 40 normal length papers, toge-
43ther with many dozens of brief abstracts of talks given. The monographs are, in
44chronological order, a critical analysis of Aristotle on the principle of contradiction
45(in Polish, 1910), a logical treatment of the foundations of probability (in German,
461913), and a reconstruction and appraisal of Aristotle’s syllogistic using the methods
47of modern logic (in English, 1951, 2nd edition 1957). In addition, an authorized
48transcription of his University of Warsaw lecture notes on the elements of mathe-
49matical logic was published in 1929 (reissued in 1958, published in English translation
501963). The papers cover a variety of subjects including the methodology of science
51and the history of logic, but they are chiefly concerned with mathematical logic,
52with special attention being paid to various calculi of propositions, both classical

Figure 1. Jan Łukasiewicz, 1935.
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53(two-valued) and, Łukasiewicz’s own creation, many-valued calculi. It is the last on
54which we concentrate here, as it is his most eminent achievement. His work on
55the history of logic however, notably on Aristotle but also on Stoic and medieval
56propositional logic, revolutionized that subject, taking it away from philology and
57towards logic as now understood and practised.
58Łukasiewicz confessed to finding writing difficult, which is surprising, considering
59that his prose style is by common consent exceptionally clear and elegant. No doubt
60the technicality of many of his writings slowed him down, but he was able to present
61ideas in an extremely attractive way, as evidenced by those 1929 lecture notes. It is
62doubtless due in part to his ability to both inform and inspire students that so many
63exceptionally able minds were recruited to the cause of logic in interwar Warsaw.
64One presentational innovation of his that achieved wide renown was his invention of
65bracketless notation for logical formulas, now known as Polish notation. In standard
66logic, operators on two sentences are written between the sentences, but this requires
67brackets to avoid ambiguity. Łukasiewicz’s notation does not require this because
68operators are written before their operands. While not in itself a logical advance, it
69helped to facilitate dealing with complex formulas, especially at a time when hand-
70writing had been displaced by typewriters but computers and Unicode were still in the
71future. Sadly this notation is now hardly used. Since we shall go against the trend here
72and use Łukasiewicz’s notation, a set of equivalents is given in Table 1.
73The table as such does not make clear the economy and transparency of
74Łukasiewicz’s notation but this becomes more apparent if we compare his and the
75standard formulas for the sentence that we can render in logicians’ semi-English as:
76p implies r and q implies r and p implies s and q implies s
77if and only if p or q implies r and s

Standard : ððððp ! rÞ ^ ðq ! rÞÞ ^ ððp ! sÞ ^ ðq ! sÞÞÞ $ ððp _ qÞ ! ðr ^ sÞÞÞ

78

Łukasiewicz : EKKCpqCqrKCpsCqsCApqKrs

79Not only is Łukasiewicz’s version much shorter (23 symbols against 45), but it
80obviates the need for special conventions about suppressing brackets when these
81become oppressive, and every symbol is a meaningful contributor to the formula.

Table 1. Łukasiewicz’s notation.

Name Reading Standard Łukasiewicz

Negation It is not the case that p ~ (p) Np
Conjunction p and q (p∧ q) Kpq
Disjunction p or q (p ∨ q) Apq
Implication If p then q (p→ q) Cpq
Equivalence p if and only if q (p↔ q) Epq
Necessity Necessarily p ◻(p) Lp
Possibility Possibly p ◇(p) Mp
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822. Preparing the Ground

83In the years before the First World War, Łukasiewicz worked mainly on the
84methodology of science. One aspect of this was the theory of probability. One of his
85two monographs published before the war was Logical Foundations of Probability
86Theory, written and published in German, after a visit in 1908–1909 to Graz and the
87school of philosophy there led by Alexius Meinong. It cleverly combines ideas from
88several sources: the ideas of truth-value (from Frege), indefinite propositions (from
89Russell) and variable components of propositions (from Bolzano). An indefinite
90proposition (one containing a variable) is said to be true if it yields a true proposition
91for all values of its variables, it is false if it yields a false judgement for all values,
92and is neither true nor false if it yields true judgements for some values and
93false judgements for others. The ratio of true values to all values is then called by
94Łukasiewicz the truth-value of the indefinite proposition. For true indefinites it is 1,
95for false indefinites it is 0, and for others it is a rational number between 0 and 1
96(rational because only finite domains are considered).
97On this basis, Łukasiewicz develops a calculus of truth-values in which he can deal
98with logically complex propositions, conditional probability, probabilistic indepen-
99dence, and derive Bayes’ Theorem. The calculus of truth-values is used as a logical

100theory of probability, assisting us in our dealings with definite reality: Łukasiewicz
101denies that there can be a theory either of objective or of subjective probability as
102such. Two ideas from this short but remarkable work are worth emphasizing because
103they resonate with later ones of Łukasiewicz. First, there is the idea of a proposition
104(in this case an indefinite proposition) being neither true nor false; second, and
105connected with this, of such a proposition having a numerical truth-value properly
106between 0 (false) and 1 (true).
107The othermonographŁukasiewicz published before the FirstWorldWar, in 1910, was
108On the Principle of Contradiction in Aristotle. It marked a crucial turning point in the
109development of the Lvov-Warsaw school. For Łukasiewicz, it represented his first
110sustained questioning of the assumptions of traditional Aristotelian logic. The project of
111themonograph is a critical investigation of the legitimacy of the Principle of Contradiction
112(PC) as variously formulated by Aristotle. Łukasiewicz distinguishes three different,
113non-equivalent versions of PC in Aristotle: an ontological version, a logical version, and a
114psychological version. He criticises Aristotle for on the one hand claiming PC cannot be
115proved, and on the other hand attempting an indirect or pragmatic ‘proof’. Łukasiewicz
116claims that PC’s status is less secure than some other logical propositions, and that its
117function is principally to serve as a pragmatic norm. Nevertheless, in an Appendix to the
118book he gives a formal derivation of one version of PC from other assumptions. This
119shows that PC is, as it were, just one logical theoremamong others, a statement thatwould
120raise few eyebrows today but was radical in its day. Among the assumptions used in the
121derivation is a version of the Principle of Bivalence, that every proposition is either true or
122false and none is both, so the derivation of PC is not after all such a surprise.
123Łukasiewicz described himself later as attempting in the monograph to devise
124a ‘non-Aristotelian logic’ but admits that he did not succeed, principally because
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125at this stage he was not prepared to reject the Principle of Bivalence. While not
126in itself a success, the book shows Łukasiewicz on the threshold of his later
127logical breakthroughs, and it promoted heated discussion in Lvov: Kotarbiński
128wrote in defence of Aristotle’s idea, discussed by Łukasiewicz, that a statement
129about future contingent events may lack a truth-value before the event and
130only gain one afterwards, while Leśniewski wrote in opposition to this and
131brought Kotarbiński round to his own view (which agreed with earlier views of
132Twardowski and later ones of Tarski) that truth is timeless, or as Leśniewski
133expressed it, both eternal and sempiternal. Łukasiewicz was soon to side with the
134earlier Kotarbiński, and in so doing to make his most famous discovery, that of
135many-valued logic.

1363. Possibility, Indeterminism, and the Third Truth-value

137Łukasiewicz’s most celebrated achievement was his development of many-valued
138logics. This revolutionary development came in the context of discussing logical
139modality, especially possibility. His approach is quite different from that of modern
140logic, where modal logic is an extension of classical bivalent logic, and many-valued
141logic is principally used in connection with the logical treatment of vagueness. Here is
142how Łukasiewicz arrived at the idea. If p is any proposition, let Lp say that it is
143necessary that p, and Mp that it is possible that p. Everyone accepts the implications
144CLpp, that if necessarily p then p, and CpMp, that if p, then possibly p (see the
145C notation for implication, ‘if… then…’ in the table above, and its truth-table given
146below). Łukasiewicz supposes one accepts also the converse implications CpLp and
147CMpp, as one would from a deterministic point of view. That gives the equivalences
148EpLp and EpMp, which collapse modal distinctions, since it means that any propo-
149sition p is equivalent both to necessarily p and to possibly p, so those modal operators
150have no effect. Now add in the idea that possibility is two-sided: if something is
151possible, then so is its negation: EMpMNp. From these it immediately follows that
152EpNp, and this is paradoxical in two-valued logic. The way out, as Łukasiewicz
153portrays it, is to ‘uncollapse’ the modal distinctions, not by rejecting any of the
154principles above but by finding a case where EpNp is true. Let us suppose there
155is a proposition p which is neither true not false, but possible: Mp. This can be
156accommodated if in addition to the usual two truth-values true (1) and false (0), we
157allow a third value, possible, which we write ‘½’. Then when p is neither true nor false,
158it is possible, and so is its negation Np, for if Np were true, p would be false, and
159vice versa, and we are assuming p is neither. Given that Epq is true when p and q have
160the same truth-value, then when p is possible (we write ‘| p |’ for the truth-value of p, so
161that pj j ¼½) we have EpNpj j ¼ Ej ½½ j ¼ 1.
162This is, with minor changes, the way in which Łukasiewicz introduces the third
163value in his first published paper on the subject, ‘On the Concept of Possibility’. This
164short paper is based on a talk given on 5 June 1920 in Lvov. Two weeks later he gave a
165second talk in the same place called ‘On Three-Valued Logic’. In this, Łukasiewicz
166sets out principles governing implication and equivalence involving the third value.
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167These in effect determine the truth-table for implication as:
q

Cpq 1 1
2 0

p 1 1 1
2 0

1
2 1 1 1

2

0 1 1 1

168169and together with fairly standard definitions of negation, conjunction, disjunction
170and equivalence determine truth-tables for the other usual connectives. Łukasiewicz
171proudly declares ‘that three-valued logic has, above all, theoretical significance as the
172first attempt to create a non-Aristotelian logic.’
173Łukasiewicz’s motivation for replacing the old bivalent logic with the new trivalent
174one was to defend indeterminism and freedom. In a lecture to the University of
175Warsaw in 1918, in which he took leave of academic life to go into government
176(temporarily as it turned out), he announced, ‘I have declared a spiritual war upon all
177coercion that restricts man’s free creative activity.’ The logical form of this coercion,
178in Łukasiewicz’s view, was Aristotelian logic, which restricted propositions to true or
179false. His own weapon in this war was three-valued logic. He returned to the subject
180of determinism for his 1922 inaugural lecture as Rector of the University of Warsaw,
181published only posthumously in 1961 as ‘On Determinism’. Distinguishing logical
182from causal determinism, Łukasiewicz claims that if a prediction of a future
183contingent event such as an action is true at the time the prediction is made, the event
184must occur, so the only way to rescue the agent’s freedom of action is to deny that the
185prediction is true, and assign it instead the third truth-value of possibility.

1864. More than Three Values

187Once the spell of bivalence was broken, a natural next step was to consider logic with
188more than three values. In 1922 Łukasiewicz indicated how to give truth-tables for
189the standard connectives in systemswith finitely or infinitelymany truth values, according
190to the following principles, where the truth-values are numbers in the interval [0,1]:

Cpqj j ¼ 1 for pj j≤ qj j
Cpqj j ¼ 1$p + q for pj j> qj j
Npj j ¼ 1$ pj j

191192In proposing logics with infinitely many values, Łukasiewicz was thus the inventor of
193what four decades later came to be called ‘fuzzy logic’, which is a logic allowing for
194degrees of truth and is usually employed for dealing with inferences involving
195vagueness. Commenting on these systems in 1930, Łukasiewicz wrote:

196it was clear to me from the outset that among all the many-valued systems only two
197can claim any philosophical significance: the three-valued one and the infinite-valued
198ones. For if values other than ‘0’ and ‘1’ are interpreted as ‘the possible’, only two
199cases can reasonably be distinguished: either one assumes that there are no variations
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200in degrees of the possible and consequently arrives at the three-valued system; or one
201assumes the opposite, in which case it would be most natural to suppose, as in the
202theory of probabilities, that there are infinitely many degrees of possibility, which
203leads to the infinite-valued propositional calculus. I believe that the latter system is
204preferable to all others. (Selected Writings, 173)

2055. Second Thoughts on Modality: System Ł

206From 1917 Łukasiewicz had been happy with his three-valued logic as formulating
207adequate notions of modality, with the noted preference for the infinite-valued system
208as optimally precise. At some time, probably around 1951–52, when he was working
209on Aristotle’s modal logic, Łukasiewicz changed his mind. There are a number of
210reasons behind the change of mind but the easiest to identify is Łukasiewicz’s concern
211that in the three-valued logic there are theorems of the form Necessarily A, for
212example Necessarily, if p then p. Why should this be a concern, given that most
213‘standard’modal logics recognize the principle that if Α is a theorem, so isNecessarily
214A? Łukasiewicz wrote:

215I think […] that true propositions are simply true without being necessary, and false
216propositions are simply false without being impossible. ( Selected Writings, 377)

217Adding in a paper written around the same time,

218it is commonly held that apodeictic propositions have a higher dignity and are more
219reliable than corresponding assertoric ones. This consequence is for me by no means
220evident. (Selected Writings, 395)

221Since Necessarily if p then p was a theorem of all the systems of many-valued logic to
222date, Łukasiewicz needed to come up with something new. This he did in his 1953
223paper ‘A System of Modal Logic’, developing a four-valued system Ł with two dis-
224tinct intermediate values representing possibility.
225The ideas are presented there with Łukasiewicz’s accustomed economy and ele-
226gance, but their details need not detain us here. Suffice it to say that the logic is very
227unlike Łukasiewicz’s earlier multivalent systems and also very unlike other modal
228systems. It is unlike his own systems in that it is an extension of classical bivalent logic
229and includes all bivalent tautologies. And several features make it very unlike stan-
230dard modal systems. One is the complete lack of any truths, let alone theorems, of the
231form N□□□□□□□□□□ p, inQ2 line with Łukasiewicz’s rejection of truths of
232‘higher dignity’. Other strange consequences are that all possible propositions are
233‘compossible’, i.e. can be true together, that propositions which are equivalent are
234both possible if one is, and that if a proposition and its negation are both possible,
235then anything is possible. Łukasiewicz was aware of many of these odd consequences,
236but continued to uphold his system as the best available. Despite a number of
237attempts to make sense of the system, it has generally been concluded that because of
238these oddities it is not really a system of modal logic. The main reason for this is
239Łukasiewicz’s adherence to the principle of extensionality (truth-functionality,
240according to which the truth-value of any compound proposition is a function solely
241of the truth-values of its components, and not of their meanings). He upheld this even
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242for modal operators, and it was this adherence that forced his account of modality to
243go multivalent in the first place in 1917, and to remain so in 1953 despite the change in
244his preferred system. But whereas the three-valued system is clearly and neatly
245connected with the infinite-valued one, by simply equating all values other than 0 or 1
246as the third value, the new four-valued system is not, and Łukasiewicz did not go on
247to explore their connection.
248During his final years in IrelandŁukasiewicz’s main project was his monograph on
249Aristotle’s syllogistic. The first edition of this, published in 1951, dealt only with the
250categorical syllogistic and follows lines laid down in his pre-war Warsaw logic
251lectures. For the second edition, completed in 1955, less than a year before his
252death, Łukasiewicz added three chapters on the modal syllogistic, employing the
253modal logic Ł that he had developed in the meantime. This second edition appeared
254posthumously in 1957.

2556. An Abiding Philosophical Motivation

256In addition to the generally scientific attitude to philosophizing that he inherited
257from Twardowski, there is one identifiable source of some other of Łukasiewicz’s
258philosophical stances regarding logic, or if not a source, at least a point of convergent
259convictions. One is the rejection of a ‘supertruth’ above ordinary truth, which we
260noted above. This comes out especially clearly in the modal logic Ł. The other is
261his liking for degrees of possibility intermediate between truth (1) and falsity (0),
262by contrast with the non-quantitative third case of possibility (or in Ł the
263twin third cases). An exactly similar distinction between two kinds of possibility,
264‘unincreasable’, without degrees, and ‘increasable’, with infinite degrees, can be found
265in Meinong’s massive 1915 treatise Über Möglichkeit und Wahrscheinlichkeit, on
266which he had been working when Łukasiewicz visited Graz.
267Meinong employed the many values of increasable possibility to give an account of
268probability. While Łukasiewicz’s procedure in his 1913 monograph was based on a
269different idea, he continued to be pulled towards the idea that infinite-valued logic
270might be able to shed light on probability. At the very latest, by 1935, with the
271publication of a short article on probability and many-valued logic by Tarski, he
272knew that the most straightforward approach, that of identifying probabilities with
273truth-values between 0 and 1, would not work, but despite this, as late as
2741955 Łukasiewicz could still muse on his (unrequited) desire to link his infinite-valued
275logic with probability theory.

2767. Legacy

277There are several aspects to Łukasiewicz’s logical and scientific legacy. One of course
278is the interest and richness of the logical systems he invented. They have led to much
279fruitful mathematics and logic, in particular in regard to their algebraic semantics.
280More generally, he had a very positive effect on the high standards of rigour in logic,
281in Warsaw as elsewhere. Another and even more clearly attributable legacy is his
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282almost universally pervasive influence on the way in which the history of logic is
283pursued. Nearly every writer on the history of logic, of no matter what period, now
284approaches the subject ‘from the standpoint of modern formal logic’. That does not
285mean that modern writers are cavalier about textual and historical matters: quite the
286contrary. In Łukasiewicz’s own writing he took pains to back up his interpretations
287with close textual analysis. That modern scholars have frequently disagreed with his
288analyses and gone beyond them is a tribute to his method rather than a criticism.
289What he has banished for good is the thoughtless assumption that because older
290logicians did not have our modern mathematical tools, or did not follow Aristotle,
291they were somehow stupid or ignorant.
292Łukasiewicz was one of the first logicians – alongside Russell and Leśniewski – to
293fully understand the genius of Gottlob Frege. The inconsistency of Frege’s system
294notwithstanding, Łukasiewicz was able to appreciate Frege’s rigour, clarity and
295supreme logical craftsmanship, virtues he strove to incorporate into his own work,
296with considerable success. Philosophically, Łukasiewicz introduced into Poland the
297anti-psychologistic attitude towards logic that he found in Frege and also in Edmund
298Husserl. Under his influence, Polish terminology for the bearers of truth-values
299shifted away from the traditional psychological term sąd (judgement) to the more
300linguistic term zdanie (sentence).
301While welcoming the emphasis on rigour and a scientific attitude to philosophy
302that he found among philosophers of the Vienna Circle, Łukasiewicz was vehemently
303opposed to their attempts to turn all philosophical problems into linguistic ones, and
304in particular he was not persuaded that metaphysical discourse is nonsensical.
305Rather, he persisted in the tradition of Twardowski and Twardowski’s teacher
306Brentano in seeing all philosophical disciplines as aspirationally fully scientific. His
307own unsurprising take on this was that the best way to ensure such scientificity was to
308liberally employ mathematical logic in the careful formulation and evaluation of
309philosophical theses. Not only has Łukasiewicz’s reservation about Vienna Circle
310logical positivism been proved correct: his attitude to the use of logic in philosophy is
311consonant with that of a significant proportion of philosophers coming after him
312working in the analytic tradition.
313The other highly visible legacy that Łukasiewicz left was the band of exceptionally
314talented logicians that he helped to train in Poland: not only Alfred Tarski, but also
315his own doctoral students Mordechaj Wajsberg, Zygmunt Kobrzyński, Stanisław
316Jaśkowski, Bolesław Sobociński, and Jerzy Słupecki. They continued in his vein of
317rigorous and independent-minded research long after his death. It was perhaps
318unfortunate for Łukasiewicz that owing in part to his age he was unable to foster a
319new generation of talented students abroad, as did many exiled Poles in the United
320States, the United Kingdom and elsewhere. As it was, his contacts with logicians after
3211945 were relatively modest. One was the Irish mathematician CarewMeredith, who
322became extremely adept under Łukasiewicz’s tutelage at finding ever shorter
323and more elegant single-axiom foundations for logical systems. Of the logicians
324immediately influenced by Łukasiewicz after the war, the most significant by far was
325the New Zealander Arthur Prior, who settled in England. Prior interacted with and
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326learnt from Łukasiewicz, and Prior’s invention of tense logic owed much to Łuka-
327siewicz’s inspiration as someone prepared to break logical moulds while keeping an
328eye on predecessors from the history of logic. Prior was one of the very few logicians
329of first rank to wholeheartedly adopt Łukasiewicz’s logical notation.
330Speaking personally, the aspect of Łukasiewicz’s approach to logic that I find most
331congenial is that, notwithstanding his interest in mathematical rigour and technical
332improvements within logic, his motivations for pursuing heterodox ideas and their
333maximally rigorous implementation are always philosophical, so that while his
334background philosophy is always restricted in scope and frequently questionable, it is
335never absent. He thus fully deserves to be recognized as one of the supreme
336philosopher-logicians of the twentieth century.
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